Abstract: This paper investigates aliasing along straight line segments or edges and its origin, and how it is affected by the orientation or slope of the segment. A method for anti-aliasing or smoothing the straight line segments by modifying the intensity of the pixels is presented and this paper proposes a line drawing scheme to draw a line by calculating deflection-angle and error to draw the next possible pixel more accurately both starting from co-ordinate point (x 1 ,y 1 ) (x 2 ,y 2 ) to meet mid (m), so that there will be a pattern of pixels nearer to the imaginary line. The basis of the algorithm is to draw pairs of pixels from both the end points straddling the line.
INTRODUCTION
We know that lines are very important in the field of science and mathematics, with the advent of pixels concept in the field of computer graphics line can be draw on pixels based movement, but it is very important to draw a line without any error,almost all displays are raster displays where raster graphics use a matrix of pixels to represent images [1, 2] . The rasterization of a straight line segment can be accomplished using the line drawing algorithm called a Digital Differential Analyzer (DDA). it can be done using Bresenham's algorithm (a modified DDA) which uses integer mathematics only [3] . However, both produce the same pixels with the same aliasing effect. A line segment is defined by an infinite set of points which lie between two end points or vertices but its rasterization represents it with its samples or defined fixed positions only based on the screen resolution. Smooth straight lines appear stair like lines when displayed for variety of reasons, the most common being that the output device (display monitor) does not have enough resolution to portray a smooth line as mentioned above. This means that sampling is done below the under sampling (Nyquist rate) [4, 5, 6] . This algorithms projects the endpoints to their pixel locations in the screen co-ordinates as integers and find a path of pixels between the two starting points and plots the line on the monitor from frame buffer (video controller).Rounding causes all lines except horizontal or vertical to be displayed as jigsaw appearance because of low resolution. This algorithm improves present projection of an algorithm which reduces round off error to the negligible limit.
So, it is very important to know, how the line drawing concept work, we have some basic ideas of line drawing algorithm are as follows.
Line Equation
The Cartesian slop-intercept equation for a straight line is
The 2 end points of a line segment are specified at a position(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ). The digital differential analyzer (DDA) is a scan conversion line algorithm based on calculation either dy or dx. The line at unit intervals is one co-ordinate and determine corresponding integer values nearest line for the other coordinate [7] .
Consider first a line with positive slope.
1) Step 1:
If the slope is less than or equal to 1, the unit x intervals dx=1 and compute each successive y values. Calculate y values must be rounded to the nearest integer
2)
Step 2: If the slope is greater than 1 ,the roles of x any y at the unit y intervals dy=1 and compute each successive y values. dy=1 m= dy / dx m= 1/ ( x 2 -x 1 ) m = 1 / ( x k+1 -x k )
Equation 6 and Equation 7 that the lines are to be processed from left end point to the right end point.
3)
Step 3: If the processing is reversed, the starting point at the right d x= -1 m= dy / dx m = ( y 2 -y 1 ) / -1 y k+1 = y k -m --------( 8 ) Intervals dy=1 and compute each successive y values.
4) Step 4:
Equation 6 and Equation 9 used to calculate pixel position along a line with -ve slope [7] .
II. IMOTIVATION
A lot of works has already been done in the field of computer graphics on line drawing, but unfortunately we couldn't remove the introduction of errors during the line drawing, described as Round-off errors where line diverges more and more from straight line and from original co-ordinate points. Round-off operation it time taking process, it performs integer arithmetic by storing float as integers in numerator and denominator and performing integer arithmetic has deflection is caused by aliasing. Aliasing in a straight line segment generated by the DDA is a function of its orientation [8] .
When the line is horizontal or vertical, no aliasing appears and all the generated pixels are exactly located along the straight line. This means that the error value for each generated pixel is zero. This is also true when the slope of the line is +1 or -1 [8] . All other cases, aliasing is produced as a function of two parameters. The first parameter is the DDA accumulating error, which is repeatable in nature. The second parameter is the slope or orientation of the line. In figure ( 2) a demonstration example of the aliasing along a single straight line segment is shown (up) with the corresponding error function ( f ) is shown down [8] . After studying of DDA & Bresenham's line drawing algorithms, we proposes a modified scheme to reduce the errors which draws line by calculating deflection angle and error to draw next possible pixel more accurately. so that there will be a pattern of pixel nearer to the imaginary line by following parameter. The accumulation of round of error is successive addition of the floating point increments is used to find the pixel position but it take lot of time to compute the pixel position[9].
III. PRIVIOUS WORK
In 1987, the researcher Roman P.Molla designed different algorithms to implement scan conversion for a straight line segment. The Digital Differential Analyzer (DDA) and Bresenham's algorithms were designed using serial processing in addition to the implementation of the DDA algorithm using parallel processing. The research discussed the performance, cost and the error ratio for the above mentioned systems [10] . Andreas Schilling presented in 1991 a hardware realization of an algorithm for antialiasing. He mainly used PLA's in his design. The algorithm is based on sub pixel mask look up table [11] .In1993, Andreas Schilling and Wolfgan Straber introduced an algorithm that deals with hidden surface elimination problem at pixels level. The algorithm provided the solution of the aliasing problem resulted in the scan conversion operation. The hardware implementation was divided into three stages in order to apply the pipeline technique to improve the performance. The designed architecture costs 12000 gate and the chip has ability to produce 27pixel/sec [8] In 2004, P. Beaudoin and P. Poulin proposed a mechanism to compress the antialiasing buffer and limit the bandwidth requirements for hardware edge antialiasing. The presented method supports the usual OpenGL fragment-related functions [5] . In 2004 also, Y. K. Liu et al presented an integer one-pass algorithm for voxel traversing along a line. The proposed approach is based on a modification of the well known Bresenham's algorithm [2] . D. Wang et al presented in 2006 an antialiasing method using a DSP-based display system for removing the undesired jaggies occurred in the line drawing [8] .
IV. PROPOSED WORK Fundamentally, there are three methods which can be used for antialiasing. Since aliasing in computer-generated graphics is a spatial aliasing, an obvious solution is to increase the sampling rate or raster resolution which decreases aliasing effect. This method is limited by the display hardware [12, 13] . In the second method, super sampling is used which is a technique of collecting data points at greater resolution (usually by a power of two ) than the final data resolution. These data points are then combined or averaged (down sampling) to the desired resolution. This technique is referring to as post-filtering the image [6, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] . The third method of antialiasing treats each pixel as a finite area rather than a point and is known as pre-filtering the image [17, 19, 20] . The last two methods can only be implemented using systems with a display of more than two intensities per pixel. The third method has a computational advantage over the second one since it does not require a large memory for storing the image at the sub-pixel stages. This is why pre-filtering techniques are cheaper, but still effective, when implemented [11] . By the study of various papers ,this paper proposes a new line drawing scheme to draw a line by calculating deflection-angle and error to draw the next possible pixel more accurately both starting from co-ordinate point (x 1 ,y 1 ) (x 2 ,y 2 ) to meet mid (m), so that there will be a pattern of pixels nearer to the imaginary line. The basis of the algorithm is to draw pairs of pixels from both the end points straddling the line and we are defining two starting co-ordinate points. Let us assume two starting point to draw line after calculating mid (m).We apply DDA on both starting point that reaches to mid (m). Therefore some cases which also exists in current problem statement. To solve this issue we assume three cases i.e. as follows i) Case 1 :
When both lines divert in same +ve direction from mid point (m). ii) Case 2 :
When both lines divert in same -ve direction from mid point (m). For the perfect line of both the side we have to find deflectionangles.
A.
Calculation of angles These angles are calculated by the Pythagoras theorem and Now calculate the deflection from mid point by Cosθ1, Cosθ2 It can be calculate by the Pythagoras theorem
• Cos θ2 = B/H = bm/bh2 . we can find out the angle tan θ1 tan θ2,and directly find out the deflection angles θ1, θ2 or d1,d2.
• tan θ1 = P/B = d2/am ,
by given method we can rotate the line on calculated angle cosθ1,cosθ2 by using rotation and redraw the both lines on calculated angles θ1, θ2 and deflections d1,d2. So,proposed line drawing scheme is able to draw line by calculating error and draw next possible pixel more accurately so that there will be a pattern of pixel nearer to the imaginary line by following DDA B. Algorithm : A naive line-drawing algorithm dx = x2 -x1 dy = y2 -y1 for x from x1 to x2 { y = y1 + (dy) * (x -x1)/(dx) pixel(x, y) } This proposed method is used to modify Bresenham's algorithm, when using a DDA to draw a single straight line segment on a raster display. To reduce aliasing, the intensity of each affected pixel is computed using a convolution integral [24] . The anti-aliasing must be needed by an intensity function that is used for exponential value which is symmetric around the origin and can be presented [11] . The equation that is used in solving intensity function are as follow:
Where: "f" represents the error function of a value range (-0.5 to 0.5). "I" normalized intensity value between 0 to 1.
Line segments with different slopes are shown before antialiasing and after with a value of "k" being 2 in figure (8). The error produced by scan-converting any straight line segment to its displayable pixels is repeatable in nature and it is a strong function of its slope or orientation. The same pixel error values are produced either using the DDA or Bresenham's algorithm. A variable level of antialiasing is feasible only via changing the value of one parameter (k) in the intensity function used for anti-aliasing [8] ,and it permits using any intensity function by just reprogramming the values with its discrete values. However, the main contributions in the field of antialiasing in computer graphics cannot be included in this paper i.e. novel analysis of the pixel error presented that is resolve only by hardware solution. So, the fixed-point integer operation requires two additions per output cycle. The probability of fractional part overflows proportional to the ratio m of the interpolated start/end values [26] , and probability of line drawing on screen is easy by this proposed paper approach. In fact any two consecutive point(x,y) laying on this line segment should satisfy the equation. This line drawing implemented by using angle deflection between imaginary line and line drawing given by co-ordinate, floating-point or integer arithmetic.
